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I. Introduction
The proposed integrated data warehouse for financial institute with security levels has integrated with "Financial Transaction Model" [2] , "Data Warehouse Architecture for Financial Institute" [3] and "Security Model" [4] . In financial transaction model, BUID will directly interact with channel like ATM, Kiosk, Funds, Call center, portal, internet, mobile etc to perform financial transaction [1] [2] . Transaction performed by customer's BUID will transfer to specific financial institute like Banks, Insurance, Shares, Bonds, Post Office, Income tax, Import/Export, Loan etc where it will be happened as per intuitive perception of customer. Further the structure of financial institute like Banks, Insurance, Shares, Bonds, Post Office, Income tax, Import/Export, Loan etc in financial transaction model will have branches [1] [2] . This architecture will help to control and monitor the Income details, Transaction details, tax department and other details of the customers [3] . The data warehouse architecture for financial institute is designed to connect all financial institutes in a network and the data of customers are stored in Data Warehouse through data mart [3] . The channels, financial institutes and customers will access proposed data warehouse for financial institutes.
Data warehouse architecture for financial institutes needed security from illegal access through unauthorized user. Security model will provide security to customers while opening new account using 7 -Tier Architecture Model and making transactions [8] . Security model will identify biometric detail of customer or employees and make allow them for transaction. Security model will provide security for online, mobile, kiosk, green computing and financial institute etc transactions of customers using BUID [4] . The data sources like Bank, Insurances, Shares, Bonds, Post Office, Income Tax, Imp/Exp and Loans data are transfer by ETL process to Data warehouse in respective data marts with several mentioned security levels. The Customers and various channels like income tax department, government accountant and auditors, Government legal regulatory authority, all tax department and overall financial system will access data from data warehouse by executing SQL queries [1] . 
II. Measured Performance Of A Result
The front end tools of integrated data warehouse for financial institute with security levels included report writer, EIS/DSS, alert system and Data mining. Data query and reporting tools used for deliver warehouse-wide data access through simple interfaces that the SQL language from all financial institute end users through security level 4 [1] . There are several results of proposed architectures. We have shown result of "List of Loan Defaulter" in table1. Defaulter" shows each query in the batch that is analyzed is displayed, including the cost of each query as a percentage of the total cost of the batch.
Fig 2:
Graphical Execution Plan.
Statistical Performance:
The client statistics is used as Data tools provided by SQL Server to determine performance of query. The client statistics provides the response times for frequently used queries. Such statistics shows client execution time, query profile, packets/bytes sent received, application profile, network, and time statistics etc for the execution. Such metrics allow you to gauge or test the efficiency of script or query. The following Statistical performance is shown for the most recent executions, and they are averaged in milliseconds for Result "List of Loan Defaulter", as shown in Table 2 . 
Query Performance:
The 
III. Conclusion
Integrated Data Warehouse for Financial Institutes with Security Levels is a architecture for Indian financial system. The architecture performance has been measure in SQL Server Management Studio by observing results. The Execution Plan options graphically display the data retrieval methods chosen by the SQL Server query optimizer. The client statistics provides the response times for frequently used queries. The most expensive query is run on the instance over the last 30 seconds in which Result "List of Loan Defaulter" queries executed and Observed, the Result-1 Queries have given satisfactory performance.
